04/01 Provide workable definition of serious Injury to IMRBPB (IP 68) 68 06 IMRBPB Tom Newcombe Feb 2007

05/01 TCH to provide to MPIG:
- PPH extract regarding wear consideration in structure associated to IP 88 (Previously ref 78/06 ) ways wear consideration has been addressed in the past in each programme.
- further investigations to take place between regulations to come to a final prospect to address the concern raised by IP 86 (non regular operation) WRG input would be appreciated.
- MPIG input would be appreciated

05/05 IP 71 : "action performed by flight crew " new IP(s) to be proposed 71 2010 PB MPIG closed through approval of IP 103

05/06 Proposal from MPIG regarding IP 81 to be revised and MSG 3 revision to be proposed accordingly 81 March 06 MPIG chairman Feb 2007

05/07 A draft letter of confirmation will be circulating ensuring to come to an agreed proposal 83 draft will be sent to listed below and any feedback for each NA A

07/03 Provide copy of IP 89 to certification office for harmonization with revision to AC 25.19 or equivalent. 89 mid 2007 each NA A rep

08/03 Regulatory to define the proposed terms and amend the guideline as required through issue 2 44 end May-11 Francis Jouvard closed by publication of IP 44 guideline issue 3

08/05 and answer to SAE letter regarding SHM and IP 105 to be sent 105 Jul-12 PB Chair done between Paul Con N and PB chair

10/02 TCCA to combine comments and send clean proposal to PB end may. 97 end May 10 TCCA closed revised proposal presented at IMRBPB 2011

11/01 IMRBPB to revise the charter to include ref to IMRBPB technical working group Apr-14 IMRBPB

13/02 IMRBPB to revise the CIP template to include applicability for Vol 1 and 2 of MSG 3 and retroactivity Aug-13 IMRBPB closed on the 30/04/14 during IMRBPB by adding retroactive statement

13/04 include more details on distribution of CIP within the 60 days period within the IP procedure Aug-13 IMRBPB closed with Rev 5 approved the 30/04/14

13/11 further develop CIP EASA 2013-01 - tolerance windows Dec-14 EASA

14/01 Revise IP management procedure to cover post meeting revisions to agreed IPs. CIP IND 2015-10 proposed at the 2017 PB, but was withdrawn. It was decided that the issue will only affect new programmes, experience from MSG 3 applied and time line after future changes. Closed Apr 2017.